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Why exercise?
Research has shown that regular exercise can result in muscles 
becoming stronger, joints becoming less stiff and improved balance 
and co-ordination. Exercise can make every day tasks easier. 

This booklet has been designed to give you some general advice. 
This exercise programme can be completed at home and is an 
extension of the Circ8 class.

Advice before you stArt

 You can warm up in either sitting or standing

 Wear comfortable, supportive footwear and clothing

 Water to drink

 Hand weights (e.g. water bottles, tin cans)

 Think about having a good posture

 Hold onto a secure surface to steady yourself - if needed
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WArm up

You want to move your joints and raise your heart rate during the 
warm up

 Marching on the spot - for 1 minute

 Shoulder shrugs - raise shoulders up and down x 10

 Shoulders circles - move arms around in a circle x 10

 Spine twists - turn upper body to left and right, keep hips 
forward x 10

  Forward bends - reach towards your toes and up again x 10

 Ankles - tap heel and then toe x 10

 Knees - bring heels to bottom x 10
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Exercise 2: AbdominAls

 Do exercise (A) or (B)

 In exercise (A) lie on the floor and reach towards your knees or 
use abdominal trainer as in picture A

 In exercise (B) sit straight and march in seat, lifting each knee 
towards your chest

Repeat for 2 minutes or  .....................................................  x 10

To make more difficult - lean back in chair engaging your abdominals

A b

Exercise 1: sit to stAnd

 Use a dining chair

 Hold a hand weight if 
you can. Pause when 
upright - tighten leg and 
bottom muscles

Repeat exercise for 2 minutes 
or  ...................................................  x 
10

To make more difficult -
Hold a hand weight
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Exercise 3: step ups

 Step up and down

 You can use bottom stair if you don’t have a step
 Lead with left and right leg equally

Repeat for 2 minutes or  .....................................................  x 10

To make more difficult - Hold a hand weight
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Exercise 4:

 biceps triceps 

 Weight to shoulders  Raise arms above head
 and down again  and then down again or   

  push weight towards ceiling  
  then down to shoulders   
  elbows pointing forward

 Fully straighten elbows in each exercise

 Use hand weights in both hands

Repeat each exercise for one minute or  .....................................................  x 10

For an easier option - do one arm at a time
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Exercise 5: trAmpet

 Jump or march on the trampoline or you can march                        
or jog on the spot if no equipment available

Repeat for 2 minutes or  .....................................................  x 10
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Exercise 6: legs

 Heel rAises leg lifts

 Hold onto a steady surface, stand up straight

 In exercise (A) raise both of your heels up and down

 In exercise (B) lift your leg out to the side and back again

Repeat each exercise for one minute or  .....................................................  x 10

To make (A) more difficult - Hold a weight

To make (B) more difficult - wear an ankle weight or use exercise band
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Exercise 7: sHoulders

 Use hand weights if able

 Keep elbows straight during exercise

 In exercise (A) raise your arms in front to shoulder height and 
back down

 In exercise (B) raise your arms sidewards to shoulder height  
and back down

Repeat each exercise for one minute or  .....................................................  x 10

For an easier option - do one arm at a time or bend your elbows
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Exercise 8: sHuttles

 run or wAlk side stepping

 Repeat exercise (A) and (B) for 1 minute each

Repeat each exercise for one minute or  .....................................................  x 10
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cool doWn

 This allows your heart rate to return to normal

 Allowing your muscles to gently stretch

 You can cool down in either sitting or standing

Starting by walking or you can march gently for one minute

 Shoulder shrugs - raise shoulders up and down x 5

 Shoulders circles - move arms around in a circle x 5

 Spine twists - turn upper body to left and right, keep hips 
forward x 5

 Forward bends - reach towards your toes and up again x 5

 Ankles - tap heel and then toe x 5

 Knees - bring heels to bottom x 5
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Venues across North and South Lanarkshire

For venue information and enquiries please contact: 01698 752689.

Follow us on         Twitter - @LDphysioNHSL

Facebook         - NHSL LD Physiotherapy
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If you need this information          
in another language or format, 
please e-mail: Translation.
Services@lanarkshire.scot.nhs.uk

confidentiAlity And the
use of pAtient informAtion

NHS Lanarkshire take care to ensure your personal information 
is only accessible to authorised people.  Our staff have a legal 
and contractual duty to keep personal health information secure, 
and confidential.  In order to find out more about current data 
protection legislation and how we process your information, 
please visit the Data Protection Notice on our website at                          
www.nhslanarkshire.scot.nhs.uk or ask a member of staff for a copy 
of our Data Protection Notice.

NHS inform - The national health 
information service for Scotland.
www.nhsinform.co.uk
Tel No: 0800 22 44 88


